
 

     LA RIVIÈRE DU HIBOU (AN OCCURRENCE AT OWL CREEK BRIDGE) 

was recently screened on dvd by Kino Ken. Here’s his review of that 

highly respected short film. 

11 of a possible 20 points                                      *** of a possible ***** 

 

France   1962   black-and-white   28 minutes   live action short 

experimental drama   Filmarctic / Les Films du Centaure     Producers: 

Paul de Roubaix and Marcel Ichac 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding performance or technical achievement 

Points: 

1           Direction: Robert Enrico 

2           Editing: Denise de Casabianca, Robert Enrico 

2           Cinematography: Jean Boffety* 

1         Lighting 

0           Screenplay: Robert Enrico, based on the short story by  

                               Ambrose Bierce 

1           Music: Henri Lanoë 

1           Art Direction / Production Design 

0           Sound: Jean Nény 

1           Acting 



2           Creativity 

11 total points 

 

Cast: Roger Jacquet (Peyton Farquhar), Anne Cornaly (Mrs. Farquhar), 

Stéphane Fey (Union Officer), others 

 

     Monterey Media’s dvd release of French director Robert Enrico’s 

short film AN OCCURRENCE AT OWL CREEK BRIDGE is unlikely to elicit 

rapture in viewers. It’s plagued by murky predawn scenes and mushy 

sound recording. Neither of these attributes constitute an 

enhancement.  

     Seeking visual analogues to Ambrose Bierce’s tensely distilled 

prose, Enrico succeeds in spotlighting nature’s small wonders, such as 

a spider spinning a magnificent dewy web and a water snake winding 

sinuously across a stream. He’s less felicitous in handling a cast 

comprised of two nearly mute leads and an assortment of soldiers 

notable solely for formal stiffness and incoherent barked commands. 

     Roger Jacquet spends about half his film time alternating between 

running through forest and swimming / floating downriver. There’s 

little contrast from scene to scene,too heavy a reliance on tracking 

shots and statuesque poses. Trying to reproduce the water-clogged 

hearing of a man underwater might have seemed a brilliant notion 

during the preplanning stage, but in actual realization such sound 

distortion is simply irksome to listeners.  

     Anne Cornaly is unable to add any personality to Mrs. Farquhar 

beyond a gleaming smile and subdued elegance of stride, ante-bellum 

costuming playing more of a role in determining film pacing than 

anything her fictional husband can manage.  

     Indeed, Jacquet is compelled to spend precious moment after 

moment stumbling towards her with outstretched arms in a 



succession of duplicative framings in order to match his film spouse’s 

gavotte tempo approach. 

     However, Jean Boffety’s superb camera shots below the surface of 

liquid into which Peyton drops recall similar scenes involving Shelley 

Winters’ feckless character in Charles Laughton’s THE NIGHT OF THE 

HUNTER. They are utterly fascinating.  

     A jazzy score by Henri Lanoë grates against the film’s Civil War 

setting. Even blues balladry heard seems inappropriate for the time 

period, jarringly irrelevant. Lyrics of adolescent naivete clash with a 

plot centered on disillusioning, dehumanizing wartime experiences. 

     Costuming and makeup look authentic enough. As other reviewers 

have noted, what appears unconvincing is character movements 

resembling European formality rather than American casualness. 

     Still, the film’s usually dynamic editing, unanticipated conclusion, 

and stunning nature close-ups combine to warrant a screening by 

dedicated lovers of cinematic oddities.  

     Comprising only one-third of a triptych, the drama gets rarely 

viewed in its original, more expansive context alongside two other 

combat tales written by Ambrose Bierce. Certainly AN OCCURRENCE 

AT OWL CREEK BRIDGE can stand independently as a finished product. 

Yet without seeing its siblings, a reviewer is at a loss attempting to 

assess the short’s impact.  

     LA RIVIÈRE DU HIBOU won a Palme d’or for Best Short Film at the 

Cannes Film Festival in 1962. The British Academy of Film and 

Television Arts awarded it Best Short Film in 1963. Across the pond, 

the American Academy of Arts and Sciences honored it with an Oscar® 

as Best Live Action Short Subject in 1964. 

     Robert Enrico would direct at least two other highly regarded 

motion picture features in the 1970s: LE SECRET (THE SECRET) from 



1974 and LE VIEUX FUSIL (THE OLD GUN), 1975 winner of the César for 

Best French Picture. 

     The Monterey Media dvd release screened includes author 

biographical notes as a bonus feature. 

     AN OCCURRENCE AT OWL CREEK BRIDGE was telecast as part of the 

concluding season of Rod Serling’s original Twilight Zone series. Rated 

TV-PG, the French import is suitable viewing for audiences aged 

sixteen or older. Recommended for the curious and anyone seriously 

studying film editing. 

           


